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Firearms ~ Microscopic - Spectropraphic 

Rifle box for Browning .243 Winchester caliber 
Serial Number 474425 

-30-06 Springfield caliber Remington "Gamenaster" 
action rifle, Model 760, Serial Number 4AGIATO,“WEth | | 
Redfield telescope sight, Serial! Napber A1B50, with clip 
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Q3 -30-06 Springfield caliber Remington-Peters cartridge 
case 

° Q4 - Q12 Nine .30~06 Springfield caliber cartridges (Live 
Remington-Peters and four R-A-55) in Peters 
cartridge box, Index Number 3033 

Q13 Large green and brown cloth 

Q14 "Panner' binoculars (Bushnell) 7 by 35, sorial 
Number DQ405664 (allegedly in zipper bag when recovered) 

Q15 Zipper bag . . 

Q16 ~ Duck-bill pliers and tack hammer marked "MAGNETIC" 

Ql7 Box of "BAND-AID sheer strips" 

- Q18 Georgia-Alabama Standard Oil map 

Q19 "Commercial Appeal" Momphis newspaper, first section 
only, issuo of April 4, 1968 

i | Q20 Standard O11 map of tho United States 
Q21 Partial roll of toilet paper 

a > Q22 Binocular case with instruction bocklet, lens cloth and * puarantee card an 

Q23 Binocular box, cardboard 

| Q24 "Gillette" travel Kit purchased at Oliver Rexall Store, ’ Whitehaven, price $1.89, with razor, Lotion shaving 
cream, Geodorant, hair cream and razor blade in 
dispenser 

Q25 Gray paper sack bearing marking "YORK ARMS CO." with "ad, 

receipt dated 4/4/G4 in amount of $44.55 

Q26 White and yellow towel 

Q27 White handkerchief 

Q28 Tube of "Colgate" tovthpaste 
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J Q29 ~ Q3C Pair of black socks z 
4 

Q31 Seven-ounce can of "RIGHT GUARD" decderant i 

Q32 Channel Master radio 

Q33 Bottle of "BUFFERIN" 

Q34 Elastic belt Sg 
Q35 Tube of "BRYLCREEM" 

Q36 Bottle of "ONE A DAY" vitamins 
Q37 : Small bar of "Cashmere Bouquet" soap 

Q38 Hairbrush 

~Q39 Par of "Dial" soap, bath size 

Q40 Tube of "Head & Shoulders" shampoo 

Q4l Can of brown "KIWI" boot polish 

Q42 Can of "PALMOLIVE RAPID-SHAVE" shaving cream 

- . Q43  Gray-brown button (in sack with beer) 

: Q44 Black button (in sack with beer) . 

Q45 Toothbrush, "Pepsodent" 

Q46 safety razor, without blade 

Q47)—s Plastic bottle of "MENNEN afta" lotion 

Q48 Small bar of "Cameo" toilet soap 

Q49 Small bar of "Cashmere Bouquet" sonp, boaring 
advertisement of Priendship Inns 

Q50 ~ Q51 Two bobby pins ° 
Q52 - Q53 Two cans of "Schlitz" beer, pull tab 

Q54 = -~Plastic "six-pack" o>**~“ing device 
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Q55 Brown paper sack (containing heer) 

Q56 Small brown paper sack, empty 

Q57—s Key 

Q58 Toothpick 

Q59 Metal ring 

Q60 ~ Q61 Two coat hangers 

Q62 Two links from “ADJUST-O" watchband 

Q63 Gray~brown button 

Q64 Bullet from body 

68 Fingerprint card fer Bessie Ruth PErewer 

. Evidence personally delivered on 4/8/68, by Special Agent 
Robert Fitzpatrick, from FBI, Memphis, under cover of letter 
dated 4/5/68 (PC-A5505 BX IZ) 

3 Q69 Undershorts 

Q70 TFT shirt 

Also Submitted: Ten latent lifts 

Evidence received 4/8/68, from FBI, Memphis, under cover of 
letter cated 4/4/68 (PC~A5530 BX GH JV) 

CLOTHING INOM MARTIN LUTILER KING, JR. 

Q7iG Shirt 

Q77 = Necktie . 

Q78 suit coat 

— Q79 ‘Trousers 
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Q80 - Q&1 Pair of socks 

Q82 Undershorts 

Q83 Undershirt 

Q84 ~ Q85 Pair of shoes 

Evidence received 4/16/68, from FBI, Memphis, under cover of 
letter dated 4/12/68 (PC-A5G694 IZ) 

Q204 Pillow ) 

Q205 Pillowcase 

Q206 Green sofa pillow 

Q207 Bed sheet 

Q208 Bed sheet 

G209 Black leather strap, 11/22" wide 

, Q210 Black leather strap, 5/8" wide 

| + . Q@11 Dried plant material 

QZ2l2 Towel with white, blue, green and yellow stripes 

Q213. Red, white and bluc plastic pin and portion of pin 
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RESULTS ul EXAMINATION: 

FIREARMS — TOOLMARKS EXAMINATIONS 

_MCMASAIG VG : Lams nomena 

The serial number on the black rifle box, Q1, was 
determined to be 4744Z5. This box originally contained a 
.243 Winchester caliber Browning rifle. , 

; The O23 cartridge cnse was identified as having 
been fired in the Q2 rifle. The, only marks Leound on Q3, 
Other than marks made during nanutacturing procedures, were 
one extractor mark which was identified ‘ns having been made 
by the extractor of the Q2 rifle and the marks left on Q3 by 
the Q2 rifle when Q3 was fired. 

The bullet, Q64, from the victim is n .30 caliber 
metal-jackoted "softepoint" sporting-type bullet of Remineton- 
Peters manufacture which was fired from a barrel rifled with 
six lands and grooves, right twist. Based en the physical 
chavacteristies of the general rifling impressions, the 964 
bullet could have been fired from the Remineton rifle, G2. The 
Q64 bullet has been distorted due to mutilation and insufficient 
marks of value for identification remain on this bullet. Therefore 
it was hot possible’to determine whether or not Q64 was fired 
from the Q2 rifle. 

The Q64 bullet is identical itn all remaining 
observable physical charactoristics to the 150 grain bullets 
in the five loaded .30-06 Springfield caliber Remington-Veteors 
cartridges, ©4 through QS, 

sased on physical characteristics, syocimen 264 
and the cartridge case, Q3, could originally have been portions 
of the samo cartridge, which would be the sano ns the Q4 through 
Q8 cartridges, No marks are present on O64 of the type which 
would permit determining pesitively whether or, not the 064 bullet 
was originally a portion of the cartridge represented by 43, 

The five cartridges, Q4 through 43, conform in’ 
description to the type of cartridges packaged by the 
manufacturer in the Peters cartridge box in which they were 
submitted. Because of the janner in which cartridges are 
boxed at the factory, it te cot possible to determine 
whether or not the cartrider Lepresented by 93 or any of the 
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Q4 through ©3 cartridges were packaged in the sane box by 
the manufacturer, 

The Peters cartridse box in which G4 through 8 
were submitted also contained four U. 5, Military cartridges, 
containing full-metal jacketed 150 grain bullets, different 
from QG4, The manufacturer's headstamp on these cartridges 
is "RA 55." The "R A" indicates that these cortridges 
were manufactured by Reminyzton Arms Company, Incorporated, 
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Cartridgees bearing "55" are those 
normally manufactured in 1555, 

: Wxamination of the four cartridges, ©2 through 
Q12, revenied no marks indicating these cartridses had ever 
been loaded into a weapon. ‘ihe only marks on these cartridges 
appear to be marks produced by the manufacturer's machines and 

my ot “marks of the type produced by metal-Link ammunition belts of 
the type used with machine ypuns, The Jink belt marks on Q9 
through Qin are suithble fo1 comparison with the metal links 
from which the cartridges weve withdrawn. in metal-Link 
belts, each cartridge serves to hold adjacent Links together. 
As each cavtridge is withdvawn, a link (which is expendable) 
separates from the rest of the belt. 

. . Ho alvminum, sereen-type scratches, paint, wood 
a, " or other foreign material was found on the muzzlo or side 

Of the barvel of the Q2 rifle. 

No record was located in the National Stolen 
Property Index or the National Crime Information Center for 
a Browning rifle, Serial Number 474425, as orivinally contained 
in 1; for the 02 vifle; for a Redfield 2X-75 variable 

telescope sight, Serial Nunber AL7350 (which is mounted on 
Q2), om for the Bushnell binoculars, Q14, Serial Number NO408Gc4. 

No serial nunber which would facllitnie tracing 
was sound on the Weaver telescope sight mount ond base on 
Q2. The sevews used to secure the sight cube to the mount 
were '"fineer' tight. No tool was required to loosen then 
and no toolmarks of value for comparison are present. 

” 
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The magnification setting of the tolascope 
Sight tube was "Gix" when the 02 rifle was received. 
Therefore, sbjects viewed would be enlarged to approximately 64 times normal size, 

HAIR EXAMINATION 

found on or in specimens ORG, Q15, O26, 999, “ou and ass. 
Numerous dark brown to blnaci beard fragments of Caucasian Origin were removed from the Q24 and Q4G6 razors, All of 
these hairs and beard fragments have been mounted on glass slides for comparisons with any specimens you may develop. 

Numerous brown head hairs of Caucueien origin wore g 

weveral Caucasian head hairs were found on the 0206 sofa pillo. and on the 9203 cheet and numerous such hairs were found on tho 2207 sleet. rome of these haixvs arc like the 
previously described haixs fxeom the O38 hairbeush and other itens and could have come from the sane person, It is pointed out that 
hairs do not possess cnough individual microscopic characteristics to Le positively identified as originating fron a particular 
person, Most of the hairs trom Q206, 9207 and 9208 are different from the proviovsly--deseribed hairs from 933 and other items and did not originate from the came person, 5 ; 

No hairs were found on the Q69 undershosts or O70 
T shirt, 

FIBER EXAMINATION 

Brown cotton Libers, green cotton fillers nnd 
lustrous greon viscose fibeve Like those composing the O13 bedspread were found on the G2 rifle and in the debris remove: 
from the ©] box. These fibers could have originated fxronm specinen 
Q12, " 
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on Q204, 2205, 0206 or O21° 

crown Cotton fibers, green cotton fibers and 
lustrous green viscose fibers thnt could have cone from the 
Q1S bedspread were found on 9207 and Q208. None were found 

SOIL EXAMINATION 

Fine smears anddposits of brown silty soil 
having the appearance of being deposited while wet were 
found on 013, The soil in these smears and Conosits is 
suitable for comparison purposes, The specific origin of 
the soil cannot be determined by a Laboratory examination, 

BY 

BLOOD EXAMINATION 

Group "O" human blood was identified on Q76, O77, 
O76, 979 and O83, _ 

iiman blood, too Limited in maount for groupLos 
purposes, was found on 932, (CS4 and O85, 

. Preliminary chemical tests for blood indicated the 
possible presence of blood on 980 and Q8l. Movever, there was 
an insufficient amoimt of material on these Lttems to permit tho 
necessary, additional chemical tests to Gefinitely establish the 
presence of blood, 

DOCUMENT EXAMINATION 

ipecimens Q18, O19, 020, Q33, 9095, 955 and Q5¢ 
were examined for writings and pertinent indented inpressions, 
but nothing of Sicnificanee was found. 

the Q5S bag is imprinted "VOMESTEAD" ond "sSTUBBY. 
Information available in the Laboratory ghows that the 
“HOMESTEAD brand name is roristered to the Genhan Paper 
Company, 1014 Spruce Street, Ot. Louis, Missourd G3192, , 
while "STULLY" refers to the type of bar. 

- 
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMINATIONS 

Specimen Ql is a black cardboard box measuring 
6 3/4" x 2 1/2" x 44 1/4", Printing on the box indicates it 
contained a Browning Mauser rifle, "SAFARI" grade. The 
number "130712" is printed on the end of the box and "474475" 
has been hand printed on the same end, 

Specimen Q13 is a large green and brown bedspread. 
It is composed of approximately 50% brown cotton, 25% green 
cotton and 25% lustrous green viscose fibers. It measures 
106 1/4" x 85 1/4" and has a herringbone design, The ribs of 
the herringbone have a 40° angle and each rib is 3/4" in 
width. No visible, invisible or manufacturer's markings 
were found on Q13. It exhibits above-avernge wear and is 
of the type sometimes found in hotels or motels, 

The Bushnell Q14 binecularswere manufactured in 
Japan. LEushnell binoculars are distributed by Bushnell 
and ‘Company, Incorporated, 639 Bushnell Building, Pasadena, 
California. Specimen Q14 bears number "DQ4I08664,." A paper 

. label on the center post indicates Q14 was passed by 
- the "Japan Telescopes Inspection Institute.” 

The Q15 zipper bag measures 15" x 20" x 5 1/4" 
and is an inexpensive bag.of Japanese manuiacture, The 
bag is a "Tel-Star" model that retails for about six 
to seven dollars. This model bag comes in six different 
-Sizes, 16", 18", 20", 22", 24" and 26". The importer or 
jobber for "Tel-Star" luggage is the United Products 
Corporation, 2500 Genessee, Kansas City, Missouri 64141, 

4 ' The Q16 duck=bill pliers are 7 3/4" in Length 
and the jaws are 1 3/8" long. A price tag on one handle 
bears "ROMPAGE HARDWARE $1.98." Just above the word "Rompage" are three characters printed in blue. Two characters on the 
left appear to be "10," The single character on the right 
appears to be "0." No other data was noted cn the label, 

Also in Q16 is a small tack hammer with a metal 
head 4 1/8" long. Imprinted on the wooden handle is "MAGNETIC," 
The handle is painted white with 2 blue band nrcund the 
end of the handle, The U. S. Patent Office has no record 
of the tredemark on this hammer, 
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The Q17 metal "BAND-AID" box containg twenty-one 
regular adhesive bandages and ten "JUNIOR" adhesive bandages. 
The number of bandages in the box agrees with the count printed 
on the box. A small round price tag on top of Q17 has the 
numerals ",57," 

Nothing of significance was noted concerning the partial role of toilet Paper, Q21, 

Specimen Q22 is a black binocular case for Bushnell binoculars. Inside Q22 was found an instruction booklet, lens cloth and guarantee card, 

Specimen Q23 is a cardboard box for Bushnell 
binoculars. A price tak on Q23 has the numerals "11-67" and 
"339.95" printed on it. Also on this box was hand printed: 

"3995 

AY 5 Btu 

Specimen Q24 is a travel kit manufactured by ‘Gillette. It is clear plastic and contains the Lollowing: 

1 ~ Safety”razor with double-edge blade 
« ~ Package of "Gillette" stainlecs steel 

double-edge blades 
~ 1.3 ounce can of "foany" shaving cream 
~ l ounce can "RIGHT GUARD" deodorant 
- 1/2 ounce bottle "Sun Up" after shave lotion 
~ 3/8-ounce tube "HEADS UP" hair dressing G

o
r
d
 t
o 

+ "A price tag on the top of @24 has tho following 
printed on it: "OLIVER REXALL," "WHITEHAVEN PONE 397-2301," "$1.89," wee and "OO," 

The Q25 gray paper bag has the name and address 
of the "YORK ARMS CO," of Memphis printed on it. Inside 
this bag was found a cash register receipt. dated "APR 4" 
in the amount of "$041.55 Cr." The numerals "083" also 
appear on the receipt. 

The Q26 white and yellow checkered towel is 26" x 
15". No lahels or visible or invisible markings were found 
on 926, , . 

. 

Specimen Q27 is an inexpensive common man's 
handkerchief measuring 14 1/2" x 15", No labels or markings 
were found on Q27, 
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Specimen Q28 is a@ partial tube of "Colgate" 
toothpaste, 3.25 ounce size, 

; The Q29 and Q30 socks are a paiy of black knee 
length synthetic stretch socks, No markings or lebels were 
found on these socks, 

The Q31 can of "RIGHT GUARD" deodorant is a 7~ounce 
Size. "M313" is printed in black on the bottom of the can, 

Specimen Q32 is a Channel Master radio receiver. 
A label affixed to the inside of the rear cover indicates 
that the receiver is Model 6502, 6 transistor, super hetrodyne, 
with a frequency range of 535-1605 Kc/s and operates 
on a 9-volt battery supply. The words "CHANNEL MASTER 
CORP." are imprinted on the bottom of the labal. The - 
words "HONG KONG" are molded on the outside of the 
light-colored plastic cover; however, sone components 
are marked "JAPAN," A 9-volt Eveready battery, #216, was 
connected inside the case, ‘ne Lroent of: the case is 
made of polished or plated metal and is stamped "G TRANSISTOR 
CHANNEL MASTER." The remainder of the case, about one-third 
down each side, is maroon-colored plastic. The case measures 
approximately 4" x 2 3/8" x 1 1/4", 

Radio products bearing the Channel Master name 
are very common, 

When received, the dial indicated approximately 
"10" and was turned to approximately 1020 Ke/s. The tuning 
range of the receiver is approximately 530 Kc/s to 1660 Ke/s, 
which covers the regular broadcast band. The receiver was 
operational when received. 

The Q32 radio bears scratches on one end interpreted 
to read "00416," , 

The Q33 plastic "BUFFERIN" bottle is 2 60-tablet 
Size and contained 10 whole tablets and 2 partial tablets, 
all bearing the letter "B," 

Specimen Q34 is a man's elastic belt bearing Greek 
or Roman heads on the buckle. The belt is 3/4" wide and 
31" Long, unstretched, The waist measurement of the wearer 
couid not be determined in view of the tyne of belt. 
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Specimen 935 is a partial tube of "BNYLCREEM" 
hair dressing, 3~ounce size. 

Specimen Q36 is a bottle of "ONE A DAY" vitanins, 
25-tablet size, There wére 21 tablets in the bottle, 

Specimen Q27 is a small hotel«size bar of "Caghmcre 
Bouquet" Soap. 

Epecinen Q38 is a clear plastic hairbrush with 
white synthetic bristles. "U.S.A," has been molded te the underside of the handle. 

The Q39 bar of "dial" soap is a 4 7/8 ounce size and has the price "2/450" stamped on one end in 
bliie ink, 

The 40 tube of "Wead & Shoulders" shitmpoo is a 2.7 ounce size, It bears 2 price label with 
"LIGGETT-REXALL 1678 1.10" on the side. . 

The Q41 can of "KiVI" brown boot polish is a 1 1/8 ounce size, Some of the polish has been used, 

A price tag on the Q42 can of “PALMOLIVE RAPID- SHAVE" menthol shaving cream bears “LIGGETT-REFXALL 3478 .79," 

Nothing of significance was noted about the Q43, 
Q44 or Q63 buttons; however, they are suitable for comparison with other buttons present on suspect garments, _ 

Specimen Q45 is a used red-handled “"Pepsodent" brand toothbrush. "U.S.A. M KS" is present on the underside 
ef Q45, - 

The Q43 razor is a "Gillette" make and has no 
blade in it, 

4 price tag is on the 047 3.75 ounce bottle of 
“NENNEN afta" after shave and skin conditioner lotion bearing 
"$1.00 PLS TAX." "202x" is printed in blue ink on the bottom 
of Q47.— - 

Specimen Q48 is a small ber of “Cameo" soap 
manuzacture:] by the Brunswicl: Seap Company, Breoklyn, 
New York. 
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Spocimen Q49 is a small bar of "Cashmore Bonquet" 
soap, a product of Colgate-Palnolive Company, New York. A 
shield with "Membor Friendship Inns" has been printed on 
the wrapper. 

The Q50 and Q51 bobby pins are light brown colored, 
common pins. 

Specimens Q52 and 953 are full cans of Schlitz becr. 
"MISSISSIPPI TAX PAID 4 CENTS" has been printed in black 
on the bottom of each can. "03 has bean stamped into the 

1538” 
metal in the bottom of each can. BPoth cans are alike. 
These cans were found attached to thea Q54 carrying dovice 
in the Q55 paper bag. 

Nothing of apparent significance was noted 
about the 4" by 6" brown paper Q56 bag. — 

. The Q57 key fits the lock on the Q15 zipper 
- bag and probably belongs to this bag. 

Specinen Q58 is a common, round, used toothpick. 

The motal split ring, Q59, has overlapping onds. 
It appears to be the type of ring that now koys are attached 
to. , 

_ Nothing of significance was noted about the Q60 
and 961 coat hangers. 
% 

Specimen Q62 is a two-link portion of an 
"ADJUST-O" silver-colered yvatchband. The links may be 
compared with the watchband should same be recovorad. 

The QG69 undershorts and the Q70 T shirt each bears 2 
laundry tag with what appoars to be the characters "022R-."' 
Only a. portion of the first character is present orn each 
tag. Tho Laboratery doss not maintain a filo of visible 
laundry marks. No invisible laundry marks wore found on the 
undershorts or T shirt. 

“he pair of undorshorts is smail in size while 
the T shirt is larga. 
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The pair of uncershorts does not have a brand 
label. The T shirt has a "JOCKEY" brand label. 

Tho T shirt labol is held flat with a folded 
piece of 3/4" wide cellophana tape. The piece of tape is 
about 1" long. One end bas bean cut, and the other end 
has been torn. 

Tho crotch seams of the undershorts have been 
repaired in two places with brown thread. The repaired 
areas are hand stitched. 

The 9209 strap, which appears now, measures 37 1/2"4in 
length. This strap fits the strap guides on the Ql4 binoculars 
and could be the strap for 214. . No strap is presently on Q14. 

A short hand strap is presently on the Q22 binoculars 
case. Tho Q210 strap has the same appearanco as the hand strap 
on Q22 except that it is longer, Specimen 9210 could be the 
-Shoulder strap for the Q22 case. The Q210 strap appears now and 
measures 37" in length. 

No marks to indicate source wore found on Q213. The 
Q213 pin appears to be a patriotic emblen. 

There is a large hole in the right front 
portion of the collar of the Q76 shirt. Tho Q77 necktie 
has been forcibly. torn apart in the-right front nock 
portion alse. Tho object or objects causing the damage 
were larger than a bullet of .30 caliber sino and irregular 
in shape as all of the yarns were broken, not cut. One 
or more soguents of bone could not be eliminatod as the 
cause of the damage. 

the right lapel cf the Q78 coat has three damaged 
areas on the surface of the fabric. Tneso araas have been 
torn by soma object or objects, but the damaco does not 
extend through the lapel. The torn areas vary from 1/4" 
to 1" in length and the condition of the yarns indicates 
the object or objects struck thé-coat from above and probably 
ginuced off the cont. 

Mie to the sizos and ragged edges of the danaged 
areas of the Q7G shirt, Q77 necktie and Q78 suit coat, 
it was not possibie to rocorgnize any bullet holes or to 
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determine from visual examinaticn whether cr not a bullet 
or any builet fragments had passed through or struck these 
items, 

No bullet holes were found in Q79 through Q85, 

The edges of the hole torn in the Q76 shirt | 
collar, the edges of the three tears on the collar of the 
Q78 suit coat and the material near the ends of the Q77 
necktie were cont:aminated with traces of lead which could 
have come from a bullet or from bullet fragments. The lead 
contamination of these items could not be associated with 
a particular bullet or lead source, 

FINGERPRINT EXAMINATION 

Specimens Ql through Q63, Q59, Q70, 0209, Q210, 
Q213, and ten transparent lifts ‘of latent prints from room 
at 420 South Main Street examined and latent prints of 
valué found or developed as follows: 

One palm print on black rifle box, Ql 
One fingerprint on sice of rifle, Q2 
One fingerprint on telescopic sight on rifle, Q2 
One fingerprint on binoculars, Ql4 
One fingerprint on front page of newspaper, Q19 
One fingerprint on after shave lotion bottle, part of 
One fingerprint on Schlitz teer can, Q5S 
One fingerprint on Lift marked in part "Lifted from 

Dresser top" 
One’ fingerprint on lift marked in part "Rt. side of 

fireplace (front)" 

a4 

* 

No other latent impressions of value found or developed, 

The latent fingerprint on the rifle, @2, the Latent 
fingerprint on the telescopic sight of the rifle, Q2, the 
latent fingerprint on the hinoculars, Q14, the Latent finger-~ print on the newspaper, QI9, the latent fLinvevnorint on the after shave lotion bottle, part of Q24, and the latent 
fingerprint on the Schlitz leer can, @53, have all been 
identified as fingerprints of JANES EARL RAY, POI#405942G. 

Tne latent palm print on the rifle bax, OL has 
been identitied as the right palm print of Hirningham gun store clerk Donald F, Wood. The latent fingerprint on the 
lift marked in part "Lifted from Dresser top" has been 
identified as a fingerprint of Memphis police officer 
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The remaining Latent fingerprint is not identical 
with the fingerprints of RAY or with the fingerprints submitted 
for elimination purposes. Photographs of thie latent fingerprint: 
are being retained in our files for any additional comparisons 
you may desire. 

DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE 

The submitted cvidence will be retirned to you 
by our Memphis Office, 
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